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The Myth Of Genesis And Exodus
Since the nineteenth-century rediscovery of the Gilgamesh epic, we have known that the Bible
imports narratives from outside of Israelite culture, refiguring them for its own audience.
Only more recently, however, has come the realization that Greek culture is also a prominent
source of biblical narratives. Greek Myth and the Bible argues that classical mythological
literature and the biblical texts were composed in a dialogic relationship. Louden examines a
variety of Greek myths from a range of sources, analyzing parallels between biblical episodes
and Hesiod, Euripides, Argonautic myth, selections from Ovid’s Metamorphoses, and Homeric epic.
This fascinating volume offers a starting point for debate and discussion of these cultural and
literary exchanges and adaptations in the wider Mediterranean world and will be an invaluable
resource to students of the Hebrew Bible and the influence of Greek myth.
“Endlessly illuminating and a sheer pleasure to read.” —Jack Miles, author of God: A Biography
Daring to take the great biblical account of human origins seriously, but without credulity The
most influential story in Western cultural history, the biblical account of Adam and Eve is now
treated either as the sacred possession of the faithful or as the butt of secular jokes. Here,
acclaimed scholar Stephen Greenblatt explores it with profound appreciation for its cultural
and psychological power as literature. From the birth of the Hebrew Bible to the awe-inspiring
contributions of Augustine, Dürer, and Milton in bringing Adam and Eve to vivid life,
Greenblatt unpacks the story’s many interpretations and consequences over time. Rich allegory,
vicious misogyny, deep moral insight, narrow literalism, and some of the greatest triumphs of
art and literature: all can be counted as children of our “first” parents.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611,
coincided with an extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged
as the greatest influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class literary
writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of beautifully designed, smallformat volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal engagements with the
spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
The second book in a 3 volume set, this is a companion volume to African Origins of the Major
Western Religions and The Need for a Black Bible. An invaluable resource for anyone seeking to
gain a better understanding of belief systems in the Western world.
101 Myths of the Bible
The Logical Path from Action to Knowledge
A Study of Myth in Genesis I - XI. Teil 1
The Myth of the Blood: The Genesis of Racialism
Alexander the Great
A Scientist Presents Evidence for Belief
Hebrew Myths
The authors of The Bounds of Myth present in their articles an account of the importance of myth
as a valid form of thought and its relation to other forms of discourse such as religion or
literature.
Pitzele recalls his own quest for spirituality and his leadership of a psychodramatic group, in
his re-telling of the major Genesis stories through interpretative fiction.
Essays discuss the account of the Flood in Genesis, and compare flood myths from around the
world
Inventor and physicist Reitz explores in detail both the scientific findings about Earth's
history and the biblical account. He comes to the startling conclusion that science proves that
the God of the Bible exists; and, that Genesis 1 is the result of divine revelation. (Christian)
The Book of Genesis
Unique Revelation or Just Ancient Literature?
Three Views on the Bible’s Earliest Chapters
Is the Book of Genesis Weird?
Genesis
Greek Myth and the Bible
In the Beginning

Dr Francis S. Collins, head of the Human Genome Project, is one of the world's leading scientists,
working at the cutting edge of the study of DNA, the code of life. Yet he is also a man of unshakable
faith in God. How does he reconcile the seemingly unreconcilable? In THE LANGUAGE OF GOD he explains
his own journey from atheism to faith, and then takes the reader on a stunning tour of modern science
to show that physics, chemistry and biology -- indeed, reason itself -- are not incompatible with belief.
His book is essential reading for anyone who wonders about the deepest questions of all: why are we
here? How did we get here? And what does life mean?
The nature of the Genesis narrative has sparked much debate among Christians. This book introduces
three predominant interpretive genres and their implications for biblical understanding. Each
contributor identifies their position on the genre or genres of Genesis, chapters 1-11, addresses why
their interpretation is respectful of and appropriate to the text, and contributes examples of its
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application to a variety of passages. The positions include: Theological History(Genesis can be taken
seriously as both history and theology) – defended by James K. Hoffmeier. Proto-History (the early
Genesis narratives consist of a variety of literary genres; which, nonetheless, do not obscure the book's
theological teaching) – defended by Gordon J. Wenham. Ancient Historiography (an understanding of
Genesis that seeks to reconcile the limitations of its human authors with the nature of it being the Word
of God) defended by Kenton L. Sparks. General editor and Old Testament scholar Charles Halton explains
the importance of genre and provides historical insight in the introduction and helpful summaries of
each position in the conclusion. In the reader-friendly Counterpoints format, this book helps readers to
reflect on the strengths and weaknesses of each view and draw informed conclusions in this muchdebated topic.
You can believe with great intellectual integrity what the Bible says about Adam and the origin and
history of man! Though there are a growing number of books out on Adam, this one is unique with its
multi-author combination of biblical, historical, theological, scientific, archaeological, and ethical
arguments in support of believing in a literal Adam and the Fall. A growing number of professing
evangelical leaders and scholars are doubting or denying a literal Adam and a literal Fall, which thereby
undermines the gospel of Jesus Christ, the Last Adam, who came to undo the damaging consequences of
Adam’s sin and restore us to a right relationship with our Creator. This book is increase your confidence
in the truth of Genesis 1–11 and the gospel! Enhance your understanding pertaining to the biblical
evidence for taking Genesis as literal historyDiscover the scientific evidence from genetics, fossils, and
human anatomy for the Bible’s teaching about AdamUnderstand the moral, spiritual, and gospel reasons
why belief in a literal Adam and Fall are essential for Christian orthodoxy
Written during the rule of National Socialism in Germany and the rise of the so-called Racial Laws in
Fascist Italy, The Myth of the Blood offers a unique window into the historical origins of the racialist
thought that so fatefully characterized an era. More than a study of history, however, The Myth of the
Blood is a magisterial overview of the problem of human race itself, by one of the great thinkers of the
past century, the traditionalist philosopher Julius Evola. This book traces the development of the
concept of race from antiquity to contemporary times, proceeding through historical, mythical,
scientific, and philosophical perspectives, keenly dissecting the thought of the foremost theoreticians in
the field of race studies. The result is an unmatched analysis of a notoriously difficult issue, undertaken
with an admirable mixture of fearlessness, fairness, and erudition. In a day of growing questions,
controversies, and doubts surrounding the nature and meaning of human race, Evola's reflections are as
timely now as they were on the day of their publication.
The Ancient Book of Genesis with Analysis and Explanation of Its Composition
Genesis Myth of Manifold Meanings
The Long Ascent, Volume 1
The Logic of Incest
The Bible among the Myths
The Navajo Genesis
Forever Pursuing Genesis
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from
Wikipedia or other free sources online. Pages: 133. Chapters: Genesis creation narrative, Joseph
Campbell, Miraculous births, Monomyth, Mother goddess, Proto-Indo-European religion, Axis mundi,
Jesus Christ in comparative mythology, Creation myth, Kesh temple hymn, Solar deity, Hymn to
Enlil, Gudea cylinders, Lament for Ur, James George Frazer, The Hero with a Thousand Faces,
Debate between Winter and Summer, The Power of Myth, Song of the hoe, Flood myth, Genesis flood
narrative, Enlil and Ninlil, King in the mountain, Weaving (mythology), Hamlet's Mill, Sacred
bull, Debate between sheep and grain, The White Goddess, Apple (symbolism), Rainbows in
mythology, The Golden Bough, Paul Rebillot, Dying god, Milky Way (mythology), Underworld, Sky
father, Barton Cylinder, Trifunctional hypothesis, Mother Nature, Sacred king, List of death
deities, List of lunar deities, Vegetation deity, Self-praise of Shulgi (Shulgi D), Fertility
symbol, Legendary creature, List of tree deities, Lightning in religion, Jonathan Young
(psychologist), Historical Atlas of World Mythology, Fyodor Buslaev, List of thunder gods,
Alexander Veselovsky, Mythological king, World Mill, Old Babylonian oracle, Joseph Campbell
Foundation, Theft of fire, The Flight of the Wild Gander, The Hero's Journey (film),
Ichchhadhari Nag, The Inner Reaches of Outer Space, Thou Art That (book), Creation of man from
clay, The Hero's Journey (book). Excerpt: The Genesis creation narrative is the creation myth of
both Judaism and Christianity. It is made up of two parts, roughly equivalent to the first two
chapters of the Book of Genesis. In the first part, Genesis 1:1 through, Elohim, the generic
Hebrew word for God, creates the world in six days, then rests on, blesses and sanctifies the
seventh day. God creates by spoken command ("Let there be..."), suggesting a comparison with a
king, who has only to speak for things to...
In his startling book, Gary Greenberg exposes the reality behind the greatest story ever told.
Learn about the Egyptian myths and ancient folklore that survive in one of history's most sacred
texts, and discover how: -King David's bodyguard, not David, killed Goliath -Noah's Ark did not
land on Mount Ararat -Samson did not pull down a Philistine temple -There are at least two
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versions of the Ten Commandments -The walls of Jericho were destroyed 300 years before Joshua
arrived there -Sodom and Gomorrah were mythical cities that never existed -The story of Esther
had nothing to do with the Jews of Persia -And much, much more 101 Myths of the Bible provides a
new dimension of biblical studies for believers, historians and anyone who has ever wondered
about the facts behind the legends. By looking deeper into history, Greenberg shows that the
true story makes the Bible more interesting than ever imagined!
Egyptologist Gerald Massey challenged readers in A Book of the Beginnings to consider the
argument that Egypt was the birthplace of civilization and that the widespread monotheistic
vision of man and the metaphysical was, in fact, based on ancient Egyptian mythos. In The
Natural Genesis, presented here in an omnibus edition, Massey delivers a sequel, delving deeper
into his compelling polemic. In Volume I, he offers a more intellectual, fine-tuned analysis of
the development of society out of Egypt. From the simplest signs (numbers, the cross) to the
grandest archetypes (darkness, the mother figure), Massey carefully and confidently lays the
cultural and psychosocial bricks of evolutionism. Volume II provides detailed discourse on the
Egyptian origin of the delicate components of the monotheistic creed. With his agile prose,
Massey leads an adventurous examination of the epistemology of astronomy, time, and Christologyand what it all means for human culture. British author GERALD MASSEY (1828-1907) published
works of poetry, spiritualism, Shakespearean criticism, and theology, but his best known works
are in the realm of Egyptology, including The Book of the Beginnings, The Natural Genesis, and
Ancient Egypt: The Light of the World.
Ever since Charles Darwin's 'Origin of Species' there has been controversy about origins. Are we
to believe Genesis or the evolutionists? This book believes the controversy is unnecessary. By
carefully analysing what Genesis actually says, and by understanding what kind of documents
(note the plural) Genesis contains, we can accept all that modern science has discovered about
the age of the cosmos and our planet, and still value Genesis. Genesis is answering a different
set of questions. The author offers a new version of the creation myth, and the myth about human
origins. The whole book of Genesis is presented in a modern translation with comments and
explanations, in the hope that its importance is fully appreciated, especially in the 21st
century. In addition to the early myths in Genesis, the questions about Noah's flood, the
significance of Abraham to three modern religions, and many other topics are also covered.
Genesis & the Truth About Man's Origin
A Study of Myth in Genesis
Authorized King James Version
Its Genesis and Structure
Our Fathers' Wells
UFO Crash at Roswell
Containing an Attempt to Recover and Reconstitute the Lost Origines of the Myths and Mysteries,
Types and Symbols, Religion and Language, with Egypt for the Mouthpiece and Africa as the
Birthplace

The Black Man's Religion: The myth of Genesis and Exodus, and the exclusion of their African originsBlack Classic
Press
Sixty years ago, most biblical scholars maintained that Israel’s religion was unique—that it stood in marked contrast to the
faiths of its ancient Near Eastern neighbors. Nowadays, it is widely argued that Israel’s religion mirrors that of other West
Semitic societies. What accounts for this radical change, and what are its implications for our understanding of the Old
Testament? Dr. John N. Oswalt says the root of this new attitude lies in Western society’s hostility to the idea of
revelation, which presupposes a reality that transcends the world of the senses, asserting the existence of a realm
humans cannot control. While not advocating a “the Bible says it, and I believe it, and that settles it” point of view,
Oswalt asserts convincingly that while other ancient literatures all see reality in essentially the same terms, the Bible
differs radically on all the main points. The Bible Among the Myths supplies a necessary corrective to those who reject
the Old Testament’s testimony about a transcendent God who breaks into time and space and reveals himself in and
through human activity.
This Book Excavates The Many Layers Of Meaning Hidden Beneath The Simple-Sounding Biblical Myth Of Adam And
Eve. It Critically Scrutinizes The Myth From The Points Of View Of Academic Disciplines Like History, Literature, Cultural
Anthropology, Cognitive Psychology And Sociology, Religion And Spirituality. Its Underlying Assumption Is That
Scriptural Stories Ideologically Sum Up And Reinforce The Knowledge, Thought And Behavior Structure Of Ancient Or
Established Cultural Identities. Hence It Brings To The Interpretation Of The Myth Not Only The Traditinal Methodological
Tool Of Belief, But Also The Critically Unconventional Tool Of Suspicion.It Does It In The Expectation And The Hope Of
Inspiring Scholars Of All Religions And Cultures To Look Critically At Their Own Ethnic Traditions And Histories And So
Avoid The Danger That Fundamentalism Threatens The Globe With.
Dr. Ben critically examines the history, beliefs, and myths that are the foundation of Judaism. Christianity, and Islam.
The Bounds of Myth
The Language of God
The Rise and Fall of Adam and Eve
The Dickens Myth
World of Myths and Patriarchs
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Are Modern Science and the Book of Genesis Really in Conflict?
The Science and Myth about Genesis Chapter 1
This aspect of the history and heritage of the “Black Jews” is dedicated to all oppressed African people whose religion differs
from those who control the power of life and death over most of us. Out of this it is hoped that a better understanding between
African people will prevail in spite of our religious differences. Remember, religion is nothing more, or less, than a belief, and
that any one of them is as Godly as another.Yosef A. A. Ben-Johnannan
It’s easy to select and interpret some of the tales of the Book of Genesis that narrate contradictory stories of the same event,
which means that one of the stories or the two of them are false. In Is the Book of Genesis Weird?, author Lev Roemmerbet
analyzes and slightly rejects some contradictions and lies presented in the book of Genesis as if they were true. Written to help
you to develop abilities to evaluate and reason, he addresses a host of questions about Genesis: Aren’t the myths of the book
of Genesis adapted from the Egyptian and from the Mesopotamian myths? Where did God come from, and where was he
before he created the heavens and the earth? Did God create man or did man create God? What is Eden? Did the Lord
extradite Adam so he (the Lord) could freely create Cain and Abel? Did Abram impregnate Hagar (his second and simultaneous
wife) hermaphroditically? Was Seth the first hermaphrodite son that God created with Eve, as Isaac was the “son-on-theknees” that the Lord created with Sarah? Is the Book of Genesis Weird? helps you discover some of the irreconcilable
contradictions, immoralities, and lies within the Book of Genesis. It encourages you to not be afraid to acquire valuable
knowledge and not to become Bible literate.
The title of this book, Forever Pursuing Genesis, derives from a statement that Vonnegut once made about the nature of the
universe and humankind's place in it. This study applies that statement to the narrative themes that Vonnegut has treated in
his career.
The first eleven chapters of Genesis (Adam, Eve, Noah) are to the twenty-first century what the Virgin Birth was to the
nineteenth century: an impossibility. A technical scientific exegesis of Gen 1-11, however, reveals not only the lost rivers of
Eden and its location, but the date of the Flood, the length of the Genesis days, and the importance of comets in the creation
of the world. These were hidden in the Hebrew text, now illuminated by modern cosmology, archaeology, and biology. The
internet-friendly linguistic tools described in this book make it possible to resolve the mysterious "firmament," to decipher the
"bird of the air," and to find the dragonflies of chapter 1. Ancient Egyptian, Greek, Norse, Sumerian, and Sanskrit mythology
are all found to support this new interpretation of Genesis. Combining science, myth, and the Genesis accounts together paints
a vivid picture of the genetic causes and consequences of the greatest Flood of the human race. It also draws attention to the
acute peril our present civilization faces as it follows the same path as its long-forgotten, antediluvian ancestors. Discover why
Genesis has never been so possible, so relevant as it is today.
Genesis Creation Narrative, Joseph Campbell, Miraculous Births, Monomyth, Mother Goddess, Proto-Indo-European Religion,
Axis Mu
Myth, Genesis and Sexuality
Guide to Creation Basics
Or, Second Part of A Book of the Beginnings, Containing an Attempt to Recover and Reconstitute the Lost Origines of the Myths
and Mysteries, Types and Symbols, Religion and Language, with Egypt for the Mouthpiece and Africa as the Birthplace
A Study of Myth in Genesis I - XI
Is Weird the Way Our Society Was Made?
We the Black Jews

This comprehensive 120-page guide, authored by ICR scientists and scholars, is loaded with hundreds of
full-color illustrations - the one book you need to teach creation Build your child's confidence in biblical
creation. Cutting-edge scientific information and full-color illustrations. Homeschoolers have trusted ICR
resources for over forty years.
The time was the Bronze to the Iron Age, the third to first millenniums B.C. Great leaders arose from
Iraq to Eygpt-- Sargon of Akkad, Gudea of Lagash, Hammurapi of Babylon, and Akhenaten of Egypt--and
from these lands of the Fertile Crescent came the underpinnings of Western civilization: law, science,
arts, and the alphabet. But the human spirit wanted more. In a universe run by mercurial gods who kept
humankind in bondage, there emerged the need for one all-powerful divinity, one omnipresent as mentor
and protector. The book of Genesis, with its narratives of real people struggling to survive, provided that
God, and thus the roots of monotheism. Genesis: World of Myths and Patriarchs is an in-depth look at the
civilizations that formed the background of the first book of the Bible. Drawing on the great
archaeological discoveries in the Middle East over the past century, everyday life of the people of
Genesis is viewed through their politics, arts, nomadic migrations, commerce, religion, and moral values.
With over 250 illustrations, including sixty-four color plates, this rich visual panorama describes what
the authors of Genesis saw, and what events and ideas moved them to write the story of their people's
origins. The book includes fourteen maps and charts, a selected chronology, and a list of gods of the
Middle East. Cyrus Gordon and Nahum Sarna, two of the most renowned scholars of ancient Near
Eastern history and Bible, provide the text. Genesis: World of Myths and Patriarchs acquaints us for the
first time with the people we know from this familiar book of the Bible, and with the places they
inhabited and the culture they developed. We trace what was borrowed, rejected, and transformed to
create a new and unique ethic which has continued to shape the world.
Examines ancient texts for clues to Alexander the Great's parentage and birth, romantic relationships,
and successors.
During its 2,500-year life, the book of Genesis has been the keystone to important claims about God and
humanity in Judaism and Christianity, and it plays a central role in contemporary debates about science,
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politics, and human rights. The authors provide a panoramic history of this iconic book, exploring its
impact on Western religion, philosophy, literature, art, and more.
A Personal Encounter with the Myths of Genesis
The Natural Genesis, Or, Second Part of A Book of the Beginnings
African Origins of the Major "Western Religions"
A Biography
Comparative Mythology
Genesis 1-11 in Science & Myth
A Structuralist Analysis of Hebrew Mythology
The I, Claudius author’s “lightning sharp interpretations and insights . . . are here brought to bear with equal effectiveness on the Book of
Genesis” (Kirkus Reviews). This is a comprehensive look at the stories that make up the Old Testament and the Jewish religion, including the folk
tales, apocryphal texts, midrashes, and other little-known documents that the Old Testament and the Torah do not include. In this exhaustive
study, Robert Graves provides a fascinating account of pre-Biblical texts that have been censored, suppressed, and hidden for centuries, and
which now emerge to give us a clearer view of Hebrew myth and religion than ever. Venerable classicist and historian Robert Graves recounts the
ancient Hebrew stories, both obscure and familiar, with a rich sense of storytelling, culture, and spirituality. This book is sure to be riveting to
students of Jewish or Judeo-Christian history, culture, and religion.
The myths of Genesis are the foundation for hundreds of texts written at later diachronically distinct and datable periods. Seven texts-Genesis
itself, Genesis Rabbah, Pirke deRabbi Eliezer and mediaeval compilations-are examined here, with five interrelated questions in focus: Can
structuralist theory be applied usefully to societies conscious of history and change? What is the relationship between continuity and
trasformation as a mythological tradition develops diachronically? What role does diachronic development within a myth play in relation to its
underlying structure? What is the synchronic structure of Israelite (or rather, biblical) myth? Are there identifiable patterns of transformation
and continuity between biblical myth and the three diachronically distinct levels of rabbinic myth?
Jerrold E. Levy's masterly analysis of Navajo creation and origin myths shows what other interpretations often overlook: that the Navajo religion
is as complete and nuanced an attempt to answer humanity's big questions as the religions brought to North America by Europeans. Looking first
at the historical context of the Navajo narratives, Levy points out that Navajo society has never during its known history been either homogeneous
or unchanging, and he goes on to identify in the myths persisting traditions that represent differing points of view within the society. The major
transformations of the Navajo people, from a northern hunting and gathering society to a farming, then herding, then wage-earning society in the
American Southwest, were accompanied by changes not only in social organization but also in religion. Levy sees evidence of internal historical
conflicts in the varying versions of the creation myth and their reflection in the origin myths associated with healing rituals. Levy also compares
Navajo answers to the perennial questions about the creation of the cosmos and why people are the way they are with the answers provided by
Judaism and Christianity. And, without suggesting that they are equivalent, Levy discusses certain parallels between Navajo religious ideas and
contemporary scientific cosmology. The possibility that in the future Navajo religion will be as much altered by changing conditions as it has been
in the past makes this fascinating account all the more timely.
The Natural Genesis
Genesis as Myth
The Black Man's Religion, and Extracts and Comments from the Holy Black Bible: The myth of Genesis and Exodus and the exclusion of their
African origin
And Other Essays
The Myth of Eden in the Novels of Kurt Vonnegut
Searching for Adam
The Black Man's Religion: The myth of Genesis and Exodus, and the exclusion of their African origins
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